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Mid-Iowa makes big moves
By Robert Maharry
Mid-America Publishing
CON R A D - It’s b e e n
said that fortune favors the
bold, and it’s hard to describe the recent expansion
and acquisition projects at
Conrad-based Mid-Iowa
Cooperative in Grundy and
Butler Counties in any other manner. Last month, the
company’s leaders sat down
with The Grundy Register
to outline their overriding
philosophy, why the time
was right to grow and how
their services will continue
to evolve moving forward.
“So far, the eyes are
bright, and the faces are excited to think of what we’re
going to do for (farmers),”
Com mod it y Ma rket i ng
Manager Linda Kuhl said.
Mid-Iowa made waves
late last summer when it an-

nounced plans to construct
a brand new grain storage facility, dubbed “Mill
Junction,” between Grundy Center, Holland and
the namesake convenience
store at the intersection
with Highway 20, and again
in February with the purchase of a minority stake
in the Sinclair Elevator just
east of Parkersburg.
“We’ve got a good solid
asset base to grow from,
and the culture we’re trying to build is to be out, be
visible and be connected to
communities,” CEO Mike
Kinley said. “When we did
some analysis of what areas
are being underserved by
the grain elevation industry, we identified that pretty
quickly.”
Travelers in nor ther n
Grundy County have almost certainly noticed the
freshly poured concrete,
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loads of fabricated metal
and cavalcade of cranes
and bulldozers brandished
with the logos of Peterson
Contractors Inc. (PCI) and
M id-St at e s M i l lw r ig ht
along the west side of the
road on Highway 14, and
the total cost of the project
is estimated at around $14
million. The site will employ three to four full-time
workers and could store up
to 4,000,000 bushels.
The surrounding area is
home to some of the most
productive and fertile farmland in all of Iowa, and
Kinley envisions the new
elevator—which is expected to be operational by the
2018 harvest—as a hub for
grain transport in the future. Mid-Iowa enjoys a
strong trade relationship
with ADM Corn Processors
in Cedar Rapids, and access
to a four-lane highway is
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seen as a key asset.
“When you look at that
trade territory, if you will,
that Highway 20 corridor,
there are a lot of large producers in that area and very
progressive producers,” he
said. “The only thing that
they were missing was the
ability to pull into a grain
elevator and get unloaded
rapidly. That was the missing piece.”
Of course, they still have
competition: Hear tland
Cooperative’s locations in
Grundy Center, Holland
and Reinbeck, Farmer’s Cooperative in Dike and Snittjer Grain in Wellsburg are
all within 15 miles of Mill
Junction, while Mid-Iowa
had previously been confined to the Beaman and
Conrad areas in Grundy
County.
“If we happen to be partially into someone’s ter-

quarters in Conrad, there
are seven grain buyers, seven crop insurance agents
and seven brokers manning
the phones and meeting
with both farmers and processors.
“What we try to do is sit
down with those producers
(and ask), what are your
needs?” Kuhl said. “There’s
a culture at this office here,
and the culture is people
wanting to work with other
people.”
Those who do business
with the company are taking notice, and in an ever-changing global market,
buyers, truckers, analysts
and consultants continue
to play a crucial role in delivering corn and soybeans
from the field to their final
destinations.
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ritory with an asset, that’s
really a secondary concern.
We’re not trying to put people out of business at all,”
Kinley said. “In fact, we’re
trying to be as good of a
neighbor as possible. We’ve
reached out to every independent and private (elevator) and co-op with these
new invest ments we’re
making and talking about
how we can work together.
It’s important to us.”
After the Midway—located along Highway 63
north of Toledo—in 2012,
Mill Junction is the second
major new facility Mid-Iowa has constructed in the
last decade, but Kinley is
conscious of the balance
between growth and the
desires of the farmers and
communities they serve.
And according to Kuhl, the
company doesn’t skimp on
staff, either: at the head-
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Mid-Iowa made an investment in the Sinclair Elevator east of Parkersburg in February and plans to take over a controlling stake at some point in the future. (Mid-America
Pubishing file photo)

“Just the speed at which
you’re going to be able to
get in and out of (Mill Junction) is going to be impressive,” said Jon Freese, who
farms north of Grundy Center and has already worked
with Mid-Iowa in the past.
“I can go to Conrad and
speak to the person buying
my grain. It’s not just somebody on a phone that I’ve
never seen before, so it’s a
lot more personable. At a
lot of companies, especially
the bigger ones, that’s not
the case.”
The Sinclair acquisition,
which includes plans to
eventually purchase a controlling stake, came down
to what compatible cultures
and a mutual admiration between the two outfits. Sinclair President Roger Baker
has been with the company
since 1979, and the Parkersburg facility is also home
to one of the largest feed
mills in Iowa, providing the
framework to greatly ex-

pand Mid-Iowa’s footprint
in that area.
“Essentially, what it does
for us is (it) allows us to put
in play a little more balance
as to what we sell our grain
to,” Kinley said. “This allows us over time to have
our own destination.”
For now, executives will
focus on getting Mill Junction up and running and
managing an expanding
portfolio of at least 10 locations in Butler, Grundy,
Marshall and Tama Counties. And perhaps most importantly, they’ll continue
to brainstorm new strategies for building the brand
and the ethos they so proudly espouse.
“We try to service everybody and every need. Maybe it’s just helping them
build a spreadsheet,” President Darrel Burt said.
The newly operational
phone number for the Grundy County expansion is
(319) 824-5000.

An aerial drone photo of the construction at Mid-Iowa Cooperative’s Mill Junction location between Grundy
Center, Holland and Parkersburg. The elevator is scheduled to be operational by the 2018 harvest. (Photo
courtesy of Mike Kinley)
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Healthy livestock, happy farmers
Meet Dr. Pollock
at Highview
Animal Hospital
By Bethany Carson
Mid America Publishing
PA R K ER SBU RG -T he
days of country doctors
making house calls may be
all but forgotten. But you
can still find Dr. Tom Pollock of Highview Animal
Hospital on the job and in
the field in rural Parkersburg and the surrounding
area. His patients may be
quadrupeds, but he keeps
the tradition of the country
doctor alive, working long
hours to keep the livelihood
of farmers healthy and the
people of Iowa fed.
On a Sunday afternoon
at Ray Haupt’s dairy farm

in rural Wellsburg, a cow
named Alaska had a displaced abomasum following calving and stood in an
end stall awaiting surgery.
Dr. Pollock arrived and laid
out his surgical tools. He
disinfected the area, covered the surrounding hide,
sanitized his hands, and
put on a sleeve glove that
reached up his arm to his
shoulder.
The farmer’s daughter
held Alaska steady as Pollock injected a local anesthetic. It’s important that
the cow doesn’t feel pain
and struggle during the surgery. Pollock made the incision. He reached his arm in
and corrected the placement
of the abomasum, the cow’s
fourth stomach. Then he sutured it in place and closed
the incision.
Today, Alaska is as good
as new. Pollock has tended

to the veterinary needs of
Haupt’s cattle for the past 16
years.
“He’s very knowledgeable and always in a good
mood,” said Haupt. “He’s a
good guy to be around.”
It’s been 33 years since
Pollock purchased Highview Animal Hospital from
Eldon Ulhenhopp as a recent graduate of Iowa State.
When Pollock graduated at
the heart of the farm crisis,
veterinarian jobs were few
and far between. Salaries
were very low—a ref lection of the struggling agriculture business. Pollock
talked with his wife Lenee.
“If we’re going to work
for peanuts anyhow, why
not do it for ourselves, and

build a practice?” Pollock
said.
When Ulhenhopp heard
of their plans and search
for a community to build
in, he leased and then sold
them his practice later that
year. Pollock had previously
worked with him while still
in college.
W hen Pollock visited
Aplington and Parkersburg
for the first time, he called
Lenee to tell her it reminded
him so much of home. And
it became home.
“It was a wonderful place
to raise four sons. It was
wonderful for them with
school activities, church,
friends and family,” said
Pollock.
Dr. Tom Pollock never

gets bored handling the variety of animal cases and
working with a variety of
people.
A mixed animal practice,
Highview Animal Hospital
provides care for all domestic species of animals. Dr.
Heather Schneider joined
the practice four and a half
years ago and takes care of
the majority of small animals, while Dr. Pollock
tends to the majority of livestock. Both doctors work on
horses as well.
Perhaps the most challenging part of the job is
keeping up with new diseases, new technology and
new testing methods. Pollock was told in veterinary
college that the amount of

information a veterinarian needs to know doubles
every seven years. Both he
and Dr. Schneider are always continuing their education.
Pollock enjoys the variety of animals he works on
and the variety of people he
works with.
“I feel bad for somebody
locked into a career where
they do the same thing day
after day; that would be
tough,” said Pollock.
In his practice, there’s no
such thing as a typical day,
but there are typical seasons.
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In the spring, he works
with newbor n animals,
births and neonatal problems. Soon after, he works
at breeding the animals
agai n. Horses have an
11-month gest ation, so
mares, for instance, have
to be bred soon after their
foals are delivered.
D u r i ng t he s u m me r,
work is less intense. There
are generally a lot of small
animals to care for and occasional emergencies with
sick larger animals.
In the fall, Pollock works
to get calves processed for
feed lots with the proper
vaccinations and checks
cows to make sure they are
pregnant. Cattle work keeps
him busy six days a week.
Winter is an extension of
fall work, except with more
disease problems due to the
weather.
The practice has changed
with the development of the
agricultural industry. In the
1980s, the swine business
was much more extensive,
as there were many small
family farm operations. In

the 1980s, swine made up
half of Pollock’s practice;
now swine make up only
about five percent. The corporate confinements have
their own vet consultants.
In contrast, small animal and horse work has
increased. There have also
been big changes in technology, and the practice has
to invest a lot in technology
to be competitive.
They do many things like
blood work, x-rays and surgeries themselves, which
previously were referred to
the university.
Growing up on a small
family farm in northeast
Iowa, Pollock always enjoyed science and farming.
In seventh grade, Pollock
watched his hometown veterinarian perform a cesarean section on a gilt.
“I thought wow; that’s
cool. I can do that. I like animals and agriculture, so it
was a natural fit,” said Pollock.
He’s had other opportunities in life, but nothing
could suit him better than

being a veterinarian.
Lenee Pollock works as
the bookkeeper and office
manager. As it’s a very
small practice with only
about a half dozen employees, she also helps with the
grooming.
One of the most important elements of running a
successful practice is hiring good people who are a
wonderful reflection of the
practice. Quality is important, and marginal employees hurt the business.
The other thing that’s important is value.
“Dr. Schneider does outstanding quality work. We
may not necessarily have
the cheapest of everything,
but what you get for your
animal investment is value
here. Quality and value are
our strengths,” said Pollock.
Together, Schneider and
Pollock perform major surgeries, such as, recently,
reconstruction of a dog’s
knee.
Pollock’s best memories
are of births where the owner was very happy with the

outcome—a cesarean section on an 18-pound miniature schnauzer where the
owner was thrilled to have
four or five live puppies or
delivering a 200-lb Percheron colt after working for
two hours, and finding out
two years later it’s winning
shows throughout the country.
Most interesting procedures include surgery on
feisty buffalo.
“I did hernia repair on
a little buffalo calf. He
was just a little guy, only a
month old, but as soon as
he was awake, he was coming after me. He wasn’t big
enough to do damage, but
it’s in their instincts,” said
Pollock.
Highview Animal Hospital is open Monday to Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Saturday from 8 a.m. to
noon. But Pollock generally
finds himself working double the number of hours the
hospital is open. He’s there
to help farmers within a
50-mile radius in the case
of emergencies, and often

works on weekends when,
say, a cow needs surgery,
when his weekdays are already booked.
“My first appointment is
tomorrow at 6 a.m., and I
can pretty much guarantee
we won’t be done at six tomorrow night,” said Pollock.
Why is livestock important to Dr. Pollock?
“I like to eat meat; that’s
why their important to me,”
he laughed. “I’m a glass of
chocolate milk and meat
person. It’s a largely superior protein source.”
Pollock’s inspiration in
life and business comes
from Philippians 2:3, “Do
nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit. Rath-

er, in humility value others
above yourselves.”
“It keeps you grounded,”
said Pollock.
Every year Highview Animal Hospital holds a client appreciation barbeque,
which is attended by four or
five hundred people.
“We have a client appreciation barbeque every year.
It’s so fun. Four or five hundred people enjoy it with
us,” said Pollock. “We sit
around, fellowship and have
a great time. We appreciate
how these people are not
just clients. I can honestly
say they’re friends.
“It’s been a wonderful
career here in this community.”
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Talking trade
Local farmers,
ag professionals
weigh in on
Trump tariffs
and long-term
outlook
Beaman area farmer Brian Feldpausch (pictured) has
traveled to Australia (above) and Japan (below) on
Farm Bureau trips and considers himself a strong
supporter of international trade. (Photos courtesy of
Brian Feldpausch)

By Robert Maharry
Mid-America Publishing
GRU N DY C E N T E RGrundy County farmers
like Brian Feldpausch and
Mark Schildroth may not
fit the stereotypical mold of
the globalist bogeymen who
were vilified throughout the
2016 election cycle, but it
doesn’t mean they aren’t affected by the ebbs and flows
of international trade. Like
most of their colleagues in
the industry, they’re paying
close attention to markets,
foreign leaders and the cur-

rent occupant at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington, D.C.
“Each individual farmer—most, if not all—understands the value of international trade, and few
sectors of the economy have
benefited from it more than
agriculture,” said Feldpausch, who farms near Beaman
and is a past president of
the Grundy County Farm
Bureau. “As soon as we
start talking about evening
the playing field, a farmer
might argue that we like the
playing field the way it is.”
The president’s tariffs—
and China’s subsequent
retaliation—have undoubtedly been the biggest story
in Iowa over the last month,
popping up almost daily in
headlines and on local news
broadcasts. The level of
panic associated with them,
however, varies widely depending on whom you ask,
and some farmers remain

generally optimistic and
supportive of Trump’s initiatives.
Echoing the commander-in-chief’s sentiments,
they also argue that China
has repeatedly stolen intellectual property (including
seed technology), held up
major shipments and created a one-sided partnership
that puts the U.S. at an economic disadvantage.
“Nobody’s had the guts
before to really even deal
with these people. There
might be some benefit that
comes out of this whole
thing,” said Schildroth, a
Grundy County supervisor
who farms near Reinbeck.
“Everybody’s been afraid
to call (China) on the carpet
in the past. It appears to me
that we negotiate on their
terms.”
Pork producers (and specifically, those who own
their hogs) stand to lose major profits in the so-called

“trade war,” as the margins
could fall by $6 to $7 per
animal. Brandon Sowers,
a consultant at Hurley and
Associates in Grundy Center, watches the markets for
a living, and he worries that
soybeans could be the next
commodities to take a nosedive—although, on the other hand, he notes, an Argentinian drought has opened
up new markets.
“It wasn’t supposed to
(hurt soybeans), but then
China can do what China
does,” he said. “It has the
potential to hurt with the
hog industry because China’s a big buyer, and how
that ripples down is going
to be interesting to watch
as well… If I knew it all, I’d
be talking to you off of my
yacht.”
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President Donald Trump has frequently attacked the trade relationship with China
on his ever-active Twitter feed, and the tariffs he imposed could have adverse
effects on Iowa farmers who grow commodities like pork and soybeans that end up
in the world’s most populous nation. (Screengrabs via Twitter)

The idea of free trade itself has been one of the
pr imar y t argets of the
“economic nationalist ”
movement behind Trump’s
ascendance to the White
House, and while several of
the swing states that went to
the Republican candidate in
2016 were former hubs for
manufacturing jobs since
outsourced to lower-wage
countries, Iowa—with its
strong agricultural base—
was something of an outlier.
“For every reason they
have to see a little more of a
protectionist strategy, as an

ag state that is really dependent on international trade,
we want to see less of it and
more free trade,” Feldpausch said. “With Pennsylvania
and West Virginia, what’s
helping them is hurting us.”
Feldpausch has traveled
to Australia and Japan on
Farm Bureau trade missions and counts himself
among the supporters of the
Trans-Pacific Partnership,
an agreement that outgoing Democratic President
Barack Obama championed; Tr ump, candidate
Bernie Sanders and later,
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us with your business this past year.
Ř :HDUHORRNLQJWRWDNHRQQHZ)DUP /LYHVWRFNRSHUDWLRQV
Ř :HKDYHVLJQLƓFDQWYROXPHDQG3UHSD\GLVFRXQWVDYDLODEOH
Ř :HQRZKDXOWUDQVSRUWORDGVRI)DUP'LHVHO3URSDQH
(EFT or Prepay required)
Ř '()GHOLYHULHVQRZDYDLODEOHLQ-XJVGUXPVWRWHVRUEXON
We will work hard to earn your
business and your trust.
Ryan Lindeman Co-Owner/Manager
22095 Highway 3, Allison
&HOOŘ2IƓFH
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Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton, on the other
hand, opposed it during the
campaign.
Republican U.S. Senators Chuck Grassley and
Joni Ernst advocated for
the much-maligned TPP
because of the trade opportunities it created for farmers, and both have urged
Trump to reconsider actions
that could harm their state’s
largest industry in the long
run.
“The administ ration’s
action could hurt global
supply chains and may lead

[

to higher consumer prices. Hardworking Iowans
and American farmers and
ranchers are already struggling to make ends meet,”
Ernst wrote in a prepared
statement. “It’s my hope
that the Trump administration will reconsider these
tariffs and pursue policies
that enhance our competitiveness, rather than reduce
our access to foreign markets.”
After a meeting on April
12, Ernst wrote in a press
release that she was “so
pleased that the President
asked his administration
to reengage in these discussions with other TPP
countries, and is continuing his work to negotiate a
North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) deal,”
and Trump announced a
compromise of sorts that
would make the 15 percent
blend of corn-based ethanol
available year-round.
W hile far mers themselves—who comprise one
of the GOP’s most reliable
voting blocs—are unlikely
to revolt en masse against
the president should he seek
re-election in 2020, Feldpausch, a proud conservative, admits that enthusiasm
could wane if tariffs hit producers in their pocketbooks.
“It’s going to be the whole
package. Who’s got the
better plan for all of our issues?” he asked. “We make
a lot of good products in the
U.S., but the one thing we
can produce that they can’t
is agricultural commodities. They’re the bargaining
chip, and with soybeans,
those tariffs are going to hit
China.”

YOUR ONE STOP SHOP
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On the contrary, Sowers
notes, Americans voted for
change in 2008 and 2016,
and he surmises that they
could easily do so again in
a few years.
“I think that a lot of farmers are watching very closely to what happens with all
of this, because obviously
they want their needs met,
and they want to be prosperous,” he said. “Hopefully, it all ends up good in
the wash. Otherwise, we’ve
seen it in the last (election).
They’ll change it.”
If Trump runs the risk of
losing rural Iowa, however,
it hasn’t shown yet. Republican State Senator Annette
Sweeney of Buckeye, a
farmer who worked in the
administration as a United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Director
of Rural Development for

four months before stepping down to announce her
candidacy in March, carried Grundy County with
over 62 percent of the votes
cast in an April 10 special
election and won a 12 point
victory in District 25 over
Democratic challenger Tracy Freese.
“Not to throw the baby
out with the bathwater, but
there are some things we
agree, and some things we
don’t agree on. I’m very
concerned about the tariffs
and how they’re going to
affect us,” Sweeney said of
her relationship with Trump
at a recent campaign event
in Wellsburg. “I support
coming to the table and putting everybody on note… I
do believe in taking it toe to
toe if it needs to happen.”
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Turning the soil: a way of life
By Bethany Carson
Mid America Publishing
CLAR KSVILLE-It
takes diligence, tenacity
and faith to build a farm.
Ted and Wanda Lovrien of
Clarksville were only teenagers when they decided
to take on the challenge.
Today with their children
and grandchildren farming
alongside them, those long
days in the field all seem
worthwhile.
Life hasn’t always been
easy. During those impe-

cunious early days, there
were many nights when all
the Lovriens had for supper
was hot dogs and oatmeal.
“We just had the drive to
stay through thick or thin,”
said Ted Lovrien. “In the
long run, it always pays
off.”
They married while still
in high school. Wanda was
16, and Ted was 17. After
they graduated, Ted worked
on his dad’s farm until
1983 when they rented 160
acres. They purchased their
first farm in 1990 at $1200

an acre. As opportunities
arose, they purchased more
land, and today farm 2500
acres.
“It was all I ever really cared to do…” said Ted
Lovrien. “When it’s in your
blood, it’s in your blood.”
Both Ted and Wanda
came from farm families.
Ted’s family grew hogs and
grain, while Wanda’s family operated a dairy farm.
The Lovriens have always
believed in appreciating
everything they have—and
working hard. At first, it

seemed there would never
be a day they could sit back
and enjoy life.
“In the early days, we did
a lot of manual labor. We
couldn’t afford to buy anything,” said Ted Lovrien.
He used some of his dad’s
equipment, and slowly began buying his own.
“When we first started
farming, he used to [work in
the field] all night long until two, three or four in the
morning,” Wanda said.
B r e a k- d ow n s d u r i n g
those arduous nights were
not uncommon. The old Internationals had noisy cabs,
and sometimes you’d get
stuck in the fields. Without
cell phones, it wasn’t much

fun—there was a long walk
home if the tractor broke
down.
Today automatic steering
and better efficiency and
alerts in combines are great
improvements, but one of
the biggest improvements
came with smartphones.
“A cell phone is like the
number one piece of machiner y any more for a
farmer,” said Ted Lovrien.
“You can check the weather
and the markets. You have
everyone’s phone number in
there—your mechanic, your
stock broker, or whatever.
You can also learn how to
set your planter or combine
all on your cell phone. It’s
nice. You can’t hardly farm

without it anymore.”
Before the advent of cell
phones, Wanda drove out
to the field frequently to
check on how the work was
going. There was no seed
tender, so she often brought
the pickup out with bags of
seed. They would unscrew
all the lids; filling the planter by hand took about a half
hour. Today with a seed
tender, seed is unloaded
into the planter in bulk. The
whole process takes about
10 minutes.
Technology has improved
farm life.

CONTINUED >>
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Ted and Wanda Lovrien

“At the end of the day
you’re not as fatigued as you
were 35 years ago,” said Ted
Lovrien.
After 35 years, Lovrien
has field work down to an
art. His sons and hired hands
are excellent help, and he’s
usually out of the field by 10
p.m.
“I’ve done it so many
times,” said Ted Lovrien.
“Everything fits into place.
… A lot of times you’d be
up at six in the morning and
work until 10 at night, turn
around and do the same
thing over again.”
He’s developed a sense of
when the best times to upgrade machinery are and
whether to plant corn or
beans on a given year.
Today, the biggest challenge is marketing, and with
the ever-increasing cost of
farming, there’s a lot on the
line.
“It’s fairly easy to grow
corn and soybean crops, but
it’s hard to market. … It’s a
whole new ball game…” said
Ted Lovrien. “When we
first started, we just brought
the corn or beans to the elevator, and that was the end of

it. Now there’s so much more
marketing. We have to watch
the market, keep in contact
with brokers, and when the
prices are low do hedging
instead of trying to make
money.”
Marketing was one reason
Lovriens gave up their small
operation raising hogs 14
years ago to focus on crops.
For me rly, when t hei r
pigs were ready for market,
they’d call the locker and
bring a load of pigs. Eventually it changed to the point
where the locker would call
them when pigs were needed
to fill in between the semis
from the big confinements.
“We saw the writing on
the wall. Eventually it got
tougher and tougher to find
a decent market,” said Ted
Lovrien.
The Lovriens did farrow
to finish for many years, although toward the end, they
switched to raising feeder
pigs in a confinement. Their
kids helped with the operation, hauling and pitching
manure. And they have plenty of good memories.
“The kids were excited
to play with the first baby

pigs,” said Wanda.
Their children were always involved in 4-H and the
county fair.
“We taught the kids to
work hard…” said Wanda.
“If you want to get anywhere, you have to work
hard. … It takes a lot to keep
a farm operating.”
It was a great place to raise
a family. Wanda loved seeing her kids come off the
school bus, excited for the
day. They’d go outside and
play in the freezing cold or
the sweltering heat. They
built forts in the haymow
and played in the sand piles.
As they grew, their love
for farming grew. Now the
Lovriens watch their grandchildren show cattle, pigs
and goats at the fair.
“To me, being a farm wife
and a farm daughter, you
can’t put a value on what
you’re able to be involved
in,” said Wanda Lovrien.
“I wouldn’t change it for
the world—all the ickiness,
stinkiness, everything—I
wouldn’t change it for anything. Our kids feel the same
way.”
This spring, Ted Lovrien

anticipates he’ll soon be
in the field applying anhydrous. Next will come planting—working from sunup to
sundown to get everything
in on time.
“When we started farming we would plant the corn
and cultivate to take the
weeds out. Now spray does
the work,” said Wanda. “We
used to walk the beans—if
you saw a weedy bean field,
you’d walk it to clean it up.”
Round-up ready f ields
have made a difference.
Spraying, rock-picking and
praying for rain at critical
times pretty much cover the
summer’s work. With that
taken care of, Ted Lovrien
focuses on getting the grain
delivered from the year before. He hauls corn, gets the
grain bins ready for the next
crop, and does maintenance
work to prepare machinery
for harvest, which usually
starts around the middle or
third week of September.
“It’s a push; you … want to
take the crop out at a certain
moisture level, ideally 20
percent, although there are
years you take it out earlier,”
said Ted Lovrien. “Drying
it costs money, but if a rainy
season is predicted, you have
to take it out anyway.”
Wanda does all the running as official gofer. She
helps move equipment from
farm to farm and brings
out meals for Ted, their two
sons, and sometimes son-inlaw and two part-time hired
men.
“ T he boys love what
they’re doing; part of this is
their crops too that they’re
working on,” said Ted.
The grandkids love to
ride in the combine. Having
the whole family working
together makes the season
special. It’s rewarding for
the Lovriens to see their kids
love the farm life.
An early mor ning call
from their grandson when
a baby goat is born, or calls

from their granddaughter to
see a special white calf make
the farm life worthwhile.
“Their excitement makes
it worth everything—to see
they love it,” said Wanda
Lovrien.
While people in the big
high rises of New York may
look down on the farming
lifestyle, she sees it as something to be proud of.
“We gave our kids a good
living. … We don’t all wear
bib overalls and chew on
straw,” said Wanda Lovrien.
Farming gives the whole
family freedom to spend
more time together. In their
spare time, the Lovriens enjoy traveling. This winter
they enjoyed a Christmas
vacation in Florida with their
kids and grandkids.
And faith in God gives
them the strength they need
to face all of the challenges

of life.
“We have a big faith in
God. Things are always
done according to His will,
not ours,” said Wanda. “It
doesn’t matter what you pray
for; He knows what you need
and don’t need.”
Regardless of all the challenges, Ted and Wanda
Lovrien believe they are fortunate to be farmers, following in the footsteps of their
parents and grandparents
before them.
“No matter what, at the
end of the day we’re very
blessed to be able to farm
and turn that soil,” said Wanda.
Not everyone can be a
farmer. It takes a lot of long
hours and hard work. But it’s
a life the Lovriens love.
“Ever y year is a challenge,” said Ted Lovrien,
“but it’s a great life.”
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There’s nothing like a glass of cold, fresh milk
Johnsons mark
35 years in the
dairy business
By Bethany Carson
Mid-America Publishing
PA R K E R S B U R G - I f
you’re talking about getrich-quick schemes, dairy
farming is probably one
of the last things on your
mind. With milk prices at
$14.48 per hundredweight,
it takes a lot of hard work
and business acumen for
dairy farmers to stay afloat.
Duane and Caroline Johnson have weathered the
vicissitudes of the market
since they purchased the

family dairy in January
1983. Today, they work in
partnership with their son,
Roy.
“They tell us farmers are
the biggest gamblers,” said
Caroline Johnson. “It takes
a lot of faith and love and
hard work.”
They’re continuing a tradition their family began
in 1924 when the farm was
f irst purchased in r ural
Parkersburg. As a small
child, Caroline would walk
down the road to the farm to
see her grandparents.
“It was precious to me to
be able to move to where
my dad was born,” Caroline
Johnson said.
And it’s special to see
granddaughters Melanie
and Megan involved in farm
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life, 4-H and FFA. Melanie
was the 2016 Butler County Dairy Princess, and both
girls show dairy cattle—
and often win—at the Butler County Fair.
The Johnsons currently milk 60 head of cattle
and farm 140 acres. Their
biggest challenge is price
fluctuation—and the rising
prices of items they need to
keep the dairy running.
“Equipment has gotten
out of hand price-wise, and
looking at corn and milk
prices, they’re not any better now than 35 years ago;
but ever ything else has
gone up,” said Duane Johnson.
Roy, who has a degree
in Ag Business from Iowa
State, is always careful to
watch expenditures.
Daily chores on the dairy
farm include grinding feed,
hauling manure and moving cattle. There are always
barns to clean and repairs
to be made. Once calves
are old enough, they are put
out to pasture. There’s hay
to harvest in the spring and
summer, and there are crops
to harvest in the fall. When
winter comes, there’s snow
to move, and the cows need
clean, dry bedding.
Cows are fed a mix of
minerals, ground cor n,

Duane, Roy and Caroline Johnson are dairy farmers in rural Parkersburg. (Bethany
Carson/Mid-America Publishing photo)

dried distiller grain, gluten pellets, corn silage and
alfalfa hay. Dry cows and
calves are fed ground cornstalks instead of alfalfa.
In early lactation, the
Johnsons’ cows produce
about 15 gallons of milk
a day, while late-lactation
cows may give about eight
gallons a day.
“We’ve done a lot of
breeding in the last 30 years
out here. We’ve been pret-
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ty fortunate to have nice
heifers and calves and good
milk cows,” said Roy Johnson.
What’s the best way to
help the dairy industry?
“Drink more milk and eat
more cheese,” said Duane
Johnson.
Since the European Union
lifted quotas on milk production in 2015, Duane has
noticed production has gone
up, and milk prices have
gone down. He also believes
people are not consuming
as much milk as they used
to. They drink more bottled
water, pop and beer. And
they’re missing out.
“Milk is one of the most
nutritious products in the
world,” said Duane Johnson.
He marvels at how some
kids in the cities have no
clue where their milk comes

from—they think it comes
from grocery stores.
“A nd chocolate m il k
comes from brown cows,”
Caroline Johnson laughed.
That’s not how they, their
children or their grandchildren were raised.
“Our values are family
values—being able to pass
something from one generation to the next and being
able to work with the next
generation and previous
generations…” said Roy
Johnson. “As a kid, I enjoyed going to my grandparents’ farms, working
with them and learning a
trade. It’s something different.”

CONTINUED >>
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I n h ig h school, Roy
earned both the Iowa FFA
Degree and American FFA
Degree. He was also up
for the state dairy award in
4H. It wasn’t permissible
to use the same projects for
both FFA and 4-H, so while
dairy cattle were his 4-H
project, he also raised hogs,
chickens and sheep.
He was 12 when his parents purchased Caroline’s
grandparents’ farm upon an
uncle’s passing. Duane had
helped with farm chores
milking every night after
working during the day at
Clay Equipment during the
uncle’s illness, and decided
to continue the family venture full time.
“It’s nice to be your own
boss. You can come and go
as you please—when you
can. It doesn’t always work
that way though. We’ve
only had one extended vacation in the last 35 years.
We’ve taken a couple days
off a couple times,” Duane
said. “But it’s nice to be
your own boss, do what you
want to do, and enjoy what
you’re doing.”
Caroline worked as a secretary at Wagner Elevator
and Supply in Parkersburg
before moving to the farm.
She later worked as a waitress at Polly’s Café until it
was destroyed in the tornado. She loved meeting people. On occasion, she helps

on the farm with the milking and the calves.
The Johnsons were 4-H
leaders for 40 years and
partnered with kids to let
them take calves to show at
the fair.
It’s always special when
the former 4-H kids call to
let the Johnsons know how
much they enjoyed the experience—or when they
bring their own children out
to see the calves.
For Duane, reflecting on
how far the dairy has come
brings satisfaction.
“Seeing what we started
with and have now and how
things have progressed is
the best part—seeing what
we’ve accomplished in 35
years,” Duane said.
35 years ago, there were
many small farmers. Neighbors worked together and
helped each other bale hay.
“Back when we started
farming, if you wanted help,
you found high school kids
who wanted to work,” said
Duane Johnson.
Now, Caroline added, the
students all have to go to
weight-lifting—lifting hay
bales doesn’t count.
But they have found some
good help in their neighbors — the Oldenbu rger
boys.
And, of course, their own
grandchildren don’t shy
from work.
As soon as Melanie could

Melanie Johnson stands with her champion overall
cow at the Butler County Fair dairy show in 2015.
(Submitted photo)

put her shoes on and walk,
she would follow Roy out
to watch him do farm work.
She loves the farm, is passionate about the dairy, and
after college intends to join
and help expand the family
dairy business.
“My daughter loves it out
here,” said Roy.
It’s a life Roy loves too.
There’s nothing like spending time outdoors, rather
than staring at four walls
every day.
“I don’t have to go to
town to work every day or
be somebody who works on
the factory line,” said Roy.
“I have the freedom to be
my own boss.”
Roy previously worked
for a seed company. But
he’d rather be outdoors
farming, even during hot
summers and freezing winters.
In 2000, Roy and his wife
Shiloh nearly doubled the
herd size from 60 to 100
cows to support both of the
families.
In the past few years,
however, the Joh nsons
have been forced to sell off
a good portion of the herd
due to health issues. After
surgeries, Duane can’t lift
as well as he once could,
and Roy is temporarily on
crutches. Hired help take
care of the milking while
they recover.
Worries and problems are
things the Johnsons always
try to leave out in the barn
as they face each day.
“If we have problems we
let them stay in the barn.
We don’t need to bring
problems into the house,”
said Duane Johnson. “If you
lose a cow or something, it’s
not a big deal. ... As long
as the problem is out in the
barn, you don’t have to worry about it.”
But it’s not like the barn
has a whole lot of room for
anything except cows. Every building is full of cattle,
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Dairy cows enjoy a good meal at the Johnson Dairy. (Bethany Carson/Mid-America
Publishing photo)

which Melanie and Megan
use for 4-H projects. That
means there’s only room to
raise dogs and chickens for
their FFA projects.
Roy is impressed by the
current A-P Ag instructor’s
indefatigable enthusiasm
for keeping kids involved—
including Megan, who is
also very athletically talented and often busy with
spor ts. Megan recently
joined FFA, is working on
earning her American FFA
Degree raising chickens,
and is taking steps toward
becoming a second-generation recipient of the Iowa
FFA degree.
The Johnsons are dairy
promoters and rent out ice
cream machines for events
throughout the county. The
dairy promoters sell malts
at the county fair, and furnish ice cream treats at the
Farm Safety Day in Allison.
Caroline believes farm
work and 4-H participation
encourage creativity and
enhance problem-solving
skills.
Work i ng on a d a i r y
farm is a life the Johnsons wouldn’t trade for the
world, and they’re willing

to put the work in to see
their farm to Century Farm
status in 2024.
“It’s good to have your
family work with you…”
said Duane Johnson. “If you
want to accomplish any-

thing, you have to work at
it. It’s not something that’s
handed to you. That’s probably the main thing, hard
work.”
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100 Years Strong
Grundy
County Farm
Bureau kicks
off Centennial
Celebration
By Michaela Kendall
Mid-America Publishing
GRU NDY CENTER –
The farming industry has
changed and evolved considerably over the past 100
years, but through it all, the
values and mission of the
Grundy County Farm Bureau has remained the same:
to support the local farmers
and to strengthen the community through education
and advocacy on agriculture.
Now, a s t he G r u ndy
County Farm Bureau celebrates 100 years, current
and former leaders at the
Farm Bureau took time to
reflect on the past, present
and future of the organization.
Randy Heitz, Regional
Manager of the Grundy
County Farm Bureau, says
it’s very special to see the
organization celebrate a
century of service.
“It’s a privilege to be part
of an organization that has

a long history of being very
focused on what local farmers need, and being able
to help make their voices
heard,” Heitz said. “Especially here in Grundy County, where there’s a strong
history of people being engaged and wanting to make
a difference.”
When the Grundy County
Farm Bureau was founded in 1918, there was 248
members. Today, there are
1,200 members, a variety of
new programs and opportunities, and a rich history of
leadership in agriculture.
But what’s always been
most important to the Farm
Bureau, Heitz says, is the
members.
“The Far m Bureau is
here to help the farmers,
and that’s always been the
biggest focus,” he said.
“We send out an opinionaire to all our members to
see what they think the key
initiatives the organization
should focus on are, then we
work on policy at the local
and state level to meet our
members’ interests.”
Heitz said it’s surprising
to look back and see how
similar the concerns and
initiatives were when the
Farm Bureau first began,
and today.
“You’d be surprised how
similar the issues are that
they were advocating for

WE INSTALL DRAINAGE TILE

Hayes Bros.
Drainage

back then, and what we’re
advocating for today,” he
said. “Water quality is one
that’s always been big, as
well as property taxes.”
Warren Schildroth, who
was the Grundy County
Far m Bureau President
back in the 80s, says he
agrees that even as the farm
environment and technology of farming changes, the
values of the Farm Bureau
remain constant.
“The farming community
has changed, but not a lot
has changed in our focus,”
Schildroth said.
Bill Noteboom, who was
the Grundy County Farm
Bureau President in the
90s, said one of the most
important goals during the
past 25 years has been to
recruit new members, with
a particular focus on young
people.
Several programs have
been started over the past
20 to 30 years aimed at educating young students about
agriculture, and helping
young farmers by providing
them with the tools, training and education they need
to succeed.
“The younger generation
tends to not only have new
ideas, but they can better understand the newer
technology in the farm industry today,” Noteboom
said. “They also do a great
job promoting ag, especially through social media,
which helps make everything even more transparent. So a big goal of ours
has been to recruit younger
members and help set them

Shown above is a Farmer-Businessmen Banquet sponsored by the Grundy County
Farm Bureau in 1956. Pictured are Francis Persinger, Leonard Schildroth, T.C.
Peterson and Willard Dielschnieder. (Photo courtesy of the GCFB)

up for success.”
Looking forward, Heitz
and the others say it’s important that the Farm Bureau continues down the
road it’s been on: helping
advocate for farmers and
rural communities.
“It’s imperative we continue to do what we do best,
which is listen to our members and give them the opportunity for input,” Heitz
said. “We have to engage
the numbers, and make sure
the process continues into
the future, because that’s
how we’re going to continue
our success for another 100
years.”

Shown above, members gather for a meeting in
someone’s shed. (Photo courtesy of the GCFB)
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